Weekly Formative Exams and Creative Grading Enhance Student Learning in an Introductory Biology Course
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ABSTRACT

First-year students often become discouraged during introductory biology courses when repeated attempts to understand concepts nevertheless result in poor test scores. This challenge is exacerbated by traditional course structures that impose premature judgments on students’ achievements. Repeated testing has been shown to benefit student ability to recognize and recall information, but an effective means to similarly facilitate skill with higher-order problems in introductory courses is needed. Here, we show that an innovative format that uses a creative grading scheme together with weekly formative midterm exams produced significant gains in student success with difficult items requiring analysis and interpretation. This format is designed to promote tenacity and avoid discouragement by providing multiple opportunities to attempt demanding problems on exams, detailed immediate feedback, and strong incentives to retain hope and improve. Analysis of individual performance trajectories with heat maps reveals the diversity of learning patterns and provides rational means for advising students.

INTRODUCTION

Although the need to design science courses that emphasize development of cognitive skills beyond information acquisition is well recognized, implementation of successful approaches remains a challenge, especially for first-year students (Seymour and Hewitt, 1997; American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2011; President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2012). A promising means of achieving that implementation may be to take advantage of the “testing effect” by administering frequent cumulative exams (Balch, 1998; Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a,b; Marsh et al., 2007; Wickline and Spektor, 2011). The testing effect is evidenced by enhanced retrieval of target information that was previously tested compared with simply rereading or restudying the material. Although the majority of work on the testing effect has focused on low-level memory tasks (Carrier and Pashler, 1992; Carpenter and DeLosh, 2006; Carpenter and Pashler, 2007; Carpenter et al., 2008, 2009; Chan and McDermott, 2007; McDaniel et al., 2007; Johnson and Mayer, 2009; Rohrer et al., 2010), recent research in laboratory settings has suggested that these benefits could extend to items at higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001; Kang et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2014). Recent classroom results also suggest that testing students using items at the application level or above increases student performance on future test questions requiring higher-order thinking skills, even when question content has not been tested before (McDaniel et al., 2013; Jensen et al., 2014). In addition, we previously achieved a 50% gain in student ability to solve difficult items involving interpretation of experimental data in an upper-division cell biology course by using multiple formative exams (Kitchen et al., 2003). Thus, we predicted that repeatedly testing first-year biology students on the same types of higher-order test items throughout the semester would improve their performance.
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While the testing effect is our primary theoretical rationale behind the implementation of these cumulative exams, research suggests that the frequency of testing may also have benefits. In their meta-analysis, Bangerdrows et al. (1991) found an overall positive effect of increasing the frequency of testing on student performance, but the amount of improvement in achievement diminished as frequency increased. However, Leeming (2002) compared an exam-a-day procedure with giving four unit exams and found that the exam-a-day format increased overall performance in the class and performance on a retention test. Sedki (2011) looked at student preference in college and found that students prefer more frequent testing on smaller amounts of material. Phelps analyzed several hundred studies from 1910 to 2010 on the effects of testing on student achievement and found that more frequent testing led to better performance (Phelps, 2012).

Researchers and educators have speculated on the mechanisms behind the benefit of frequent testing, and we believe the following may be relevant here. Some have suggested that getting more frequent feedback can prompt students to change their studying habits before the final exam (Hattie and Timperley, 2007). The most common benefit cited for increasing test frequency is to help students avoid procrastination in their study efforts (Leeming, 2002; Son, 2004; De Paola and Scoppa, 2011). It could be argued that testing on a weekly basis encourages students to space their studying over cramming. Extensive research on spaced studying suggests that studying the same material repeatedly over a long period of time leads to higher performance over massed studying, especially when the delay between studying and testing is long (for a review, see Son, 2004). Zechmeister and Shaughnessy (1980) suggested that students space their studying based on a metacognitive decision of how well they know the information. Thus, allowing for more frequent exams should theoretically allow for better metacognitive awareness.

If students benefit from frequent, cumulative exams, then it is logical that the benefit will be enhanced by a belief that one can succeed despite early failures and by implementing metacognitive practices that allow one to transform these failures into meaningful learning experiences (Kitchen et al., 2003; Dweck, 2006; Duckworth et al., 2007; Tanner, 2012; Hockenadel and Finamore, 2015). Unfortunately, a student's willingness to use early failures productively can be undermined by including those early exams in the course grade. If low scores on early assessments make it impossible for a student to reach his or her ideal course grade, the student may get discouraged and stop putting forth the effort required to succeed. Grades often carry the burden of defining a student's self-worth, and the fear of failure can dampen students' intrinsic motivation to learn (Covington and Mueller, 2001). On the other hand, students may not invest sufficiently to benefit from the testing effect if exam scores do not count toward the final grade and the stakes seem too low. Moreover, placing all the grading emphasis on the final summative exam is frightening for many students. These challenges are likely to be magnified at the maturity level of first-year students. We anticipated that a creative course-grading scheme that made the exams high stakes yet allowed for low scores to be dropped would provide the benefits of the testing effect without discouraging the students.

Accordingly, we embarked on a multiyear effort to employ a formative course format in a first-year biology course that already emphasized scientific reasoning skills. The new format converted the two traditional midterm biology courses into shorter weekly exams with immediate feedback and added creative grading schemes that allowed for early failures without penalty (Figure 1). We hypothesized two impacts of this change in course format:

1. The formative course format will enhance student ability to solve problems that require scientific reasoning skills.
2. The formative course format will not induce negative student attitudes about the course.

Hypothesis 1 was tested by comparing scores on final exam items that were common between the original and formative formats of the course. Hypothesis 2 was addressed using data from student course ratings.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Course Design**

PDBIO 120 is an introductory biology course required for students anticipating a major in various areas of the life sciences and nonmajors with high interest in a premedical or predental curriculum. The course is designed to provide students with a thorough understanding of foundational concepts, including cell theory and biological compartments, the central dogma of molecular biology, biotransformation of energy, reproduction (mitosis, meiosis, etc.), genetics, and evolution. Students are also expected to think critically about scientific studies and master an understanding of some of the defining characteristics of biological experiments, for example, hypotheses, controls, independent and dependent variables, distributions, p values, and correlation.

An outline of the topics to be covered during each lecture was provided, and students were required to complete the corresponding reading assignment from the text (Freeman, 2005, 2010) before each class period. Students self-reported completion of these reading assignments to receive credit. To promote a deeper understanding of concepts presented, we required students to participate in “elaborative questioning” for a minimum of 1 hour per week (patterned after the “elaborative interrogation” technique; see Pressley et al., 1988; McDaniel and Donnelly, 1996). The exercise was completed outside lecture and allowed each student to actively engage with another individual to explain and ask each other thought-provoking questions on challenging concepts. Students self-reported completion of this activity and turned in a written prompt about the topic to get credit. Students were trained on how to complete these assignments with in-class demonstrations and discussions near the beginning of the semester. In addition to elaborative questioning, students were assigned homework problems designed to provide practice on analytical concepts before midterm exams. Students were responsible for completing the problems, checking their own answers using a provided key, and certifying that they did so before the date specified. Full points were given for completion regardless of their scores. Time was reserved outside the regularly scheduled class periods to provide students with opportunities to complete elaborative questioning and receive help from the instructor and teaching assistants on the
assigned homework problems if necessary. A nongraded (non-required) course pretest was available to students at the beginning of the semester. Students were strongly encouraged to take the test, as it consisted of problems drawn from previous exams and offered insight on the level of understanding expected during the course.

### Original Format versus Formative Format

Before 2006, PDBIO 120 maintained a traditional exam format, in which two noncumulative, selected-response midterm exams were administered during the semester. Questions on each exam preserved the fundamental quality of assessing students’ understanding of the material and their ability to think analytically. This format was replaced by a new structure in which traditional midterm exams were eliminated and supplanted by weekly formative midterms administered during the scheduled class time on Fridays (see Figure 1A).

Each formative midterm exam consisted of 10–20 selected-response problems testing students’ proficiency in concepts introduced during the week and included material assessed previously. On average, 60% of the exam questions required higher-level skills according to Bloom’s taxonomy, and 40% were low-level questions (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001). Identical problems were never repeated; rather, new questions were designed to give students practice on the same concepts and skills that had been tested previously. For example, students saw the test item shown in Supplemental Figure S1 on one test, then the items shown in Supplemental Figures S4 and S5 on future exams for more practice. All three items required the same data-analysis skills in order to draw a conclusion, but each included different contexts and different data (and Supplemental Figure S5 required a type of statistical test different from that of the other two examples). While students saw a test item like Supplemental Figure S2 on one exam, future midterms would include similar questions, but the students would be given the sequence of a different molecule in the process (perhaps the nontemplate strand of DNA, the messenger RNA [mRNA] or the anticodon) and would be asked to determine the sequence of another. Furthermore, students could be given sequences at the beginning of a gene instead of a sequence found in the middle, or the sequence could be written with the 3’ end on the left. As one last example, students saw a test item like Supplemental Figure S3 on one midterm, but future exams would give the weight of a different molecule (mRNA or gene) and ask for one of the other molecule’s weight. Thus, the test question required the same content knowledge and similar skills, but students could not simply memorize one algorithm in order to succeed every time.

To achieve an exam-like atmosphere for each formative midterm, we gave students 25–30 min to complete the exam. Answer sheets were then collected, the instructor gave a short pep talk designed to increase metacognition and promote a growth mind-set, and the remaining 15–20 minutes were used to provide feedback on each exam item (see Figure 1B). During the feedback portion of class, students could discuss test items with their peers, and then the instructor provided correct answers and explanations.

In these pep talks, the instructor explicitly encouraged students to learn from their mistakes and grow rather than give up. The instructor asked the students to think about what they could do during the coming week to prepare for the next assessment. Students were invited to identify specific test items and concepts that were difficult for them and to seek out help from the instructor or the teaching assistants. The instructors may have shared personal experiences in which they performed poorly on an exam and learned that they needed to study differently in order...
to succeed. As another example, the metaphor of baking a cake could be used. If one opens the oven and finds that the cake is not done, the cake is not thrown out. No one criticizes the cake for not being done; rather, the cake just needs to bake longer until it is done. The students are given the message that they should not criticize themselves or assign early judgment about their abilities. They are on the road to mastery and need to just keep working hard.

Learning objectives, reading and homework assignments, and the final summative exam (65 questions, ~60% high-level questions and ~40% low-level questions; Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001) were fundamentally identical to those in the original format of the course. Grades were determined based on student performance relative to a standard rather than in competition with classmates. To reward students for improvement and achievement, we calculated final grades were calculated under five grading schemes, which each assigned different weights to course work, midterms, and the final exam (see Figure 1C). The grading scheme providing the highest overall percentage for each student (as determined with a simple Excel spreadsheet) was used automatically to determine each student’s final grade in the course.

Data Collection
Data were collected during three semesters of the weekly formative midterm structure (2011–2013) and two semesters of the previous traditional exam structure (2005). These semesters were chosen because the course pedagogy had become stable following either initial course development or incorporation of the new format. Three instruments were used to compare the overall effectiveness of these two designs: first, quantitative analysis of student performance on common items found on midterms and the final exam (45 items: 18 classified as “remember,” 14 “understand,” and 13 “apply/evaluate”); second, affective data obtained from university course evaluations collected anonymously at the conclusion of each semester; and third, voluntary individual student interviews offered insight on student metacognition that course evaluations could not provide. Because we were interested in the stories of those students the course format seemed to help, we invited students who were consistently successful throughout the semester (three of these students agreed to be interviewed) and students who improved throughout the semester (five of these students agreed to be interviewed). Thus, these interviews cannot be generalized to the whole class. The interview portion of the study was carried out by an undergraduate research assistant, and names of participants were withheld from instructors to avoid intimidation or desires to please the professor. Interview questions are available in the Supplemental Material.

All error bars represent the SE or the range (when n = 2) for the semesters tested. This study was approved by the institutional review board on December 14, 2005, and again on March 7, 2013.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Formative Course Format
To implement the formative format (Figure 1), we incorporated 10 midterm exams, each designed to feel as important to students as traditional graded exams (as opposed to “practice” exercises or quizzes). Because the highest grade from among the five schemes was automatically given, students were rewarded for success, not penalized for failures, and attention was directed toward the final exam (Figure 1C). Immediate detailed feedback was provided in class after each exam to help students resolve misconceptions and make plans to improve. A weekly pep talk was included to offer encouragement and instruction in metacognitive planning (see Materials and Methods for details). Finally, each midterm was comprehensive to eliminate the idea that the course was segmented, to provide recurrent practice on difficult concepts, and to help students determine whether previous misconceptions had been fully resolved.

Table 1 summarizes the five semesters included in this study, including class sizes, “D” letter grade rates, fail rates, and correlations between various course requirements and final exam scores. For all semesters, there was approximately one teaching assistant for every 30 students. The rate of “D” letter grades was greater after the formative course format was implemented, but failure rates were not significantly different between course formats. In both cases, rates were very low. Midterm exams scores were the best predictors of final exam performance regardless of course format. Interestingly, homework completion and reading assignment completion were better predictors of final exam performance as part of the formative course format compared with the original course format, even though these activities were identical. Attendance was not recorded during the first semester of the study, but the rest of the data suggest that attendance may have been a better predictor of performance in the formative course format compared with the original course. Even so, homework completion, reading completion, and attendance were likely not the main drivers of increased student performance, since the correlation coefficients were relatively low.

Aggregate Exam Scores
Figure 2A demonstrates that performance on the final exam improved significantly with weekly midterm exams compared with the original format of two midterms. Importantly, the magnitude of improvement depended on the type of item, based on analysis of variance (ANOVA). For items at the lowest Bloom’s level (remember; Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001), performance with the weekly midterm format was not statistically better than that with the original format. In contrast, benefits of the new format were observed for items assessing comprehension (understand, 9% gain) and particularly for those requiring application/evaluation (17%, see Supplemental Figures S1–S5 for example test items). Because it is generally accepted that test items using higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (such as apply and evaluate) require both content knowledge and critical-thinking skills, it appeared the weekly midterm format was especially effective at helping students develop the scientific reasoning skills emphasized in the course (Zoller, 1993; Crowe et al., 2008).

Figure 2B shows the temporal basis for this benefit, comparing average scores during the semester for one type of item included in the apply/evaluate category (Figure 2A). Specifically, these problems required students to evaluate experimental data and draw the appropriate conclusion (see Supplemental Figure S1). These results demonstrate that student ability to solve these problems developed gradually and did not reach a plateau until about six iterations. In fact, had we stopped with three iterations (the equivalent of the more traditional two
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midterms and a final exam), the performance would have been the same as observed in previous years before the formative midterm format was adopted (red dotted line, square). The incremental increases in student success did not simply reflect low-level memorization of patterns, since the conceptual, experimental, and data-presentation contexts of these items were different in every case on both exams and practice problems (e.g., compare Supplemental Figures S1, S4, and S5). Similar results were observed for simpler apply/evaluate items (see Supplemental Figures S2 and S3 for examples), although the rate of improvement was often greater than that observed in Figure 2B.

**Individual Student Performance Trajectories**

While the data of Figure 2 show the overall benefits of the weekly midterm format for the class, they do not reveal how
Experimental data for each of the students in the 2013 offering map details performance on test items involving evaluation of the central dogma problems) for each of three semesters. Figure 3A individually during the semester. A total of nine heat maps were maps to examine and compare performance for each student that benefit is realized for different students. We used heat analysis of B was applied to sequence problems (C; see Supplemental Figures S1, S4, and S5 for example problems). Students were classified into learning categories as follows: blue, early (consistent success on last 80% of exams), pink, mid (consistent success on last 50% of exams), green, late (consistent success on last 30% of exams), gray, unrewarded (would have been early or mid but incorrect on final exam), violet, flicker on (any other pattern, correct on final exam), orange, flicker off (any other pattern, incorrect on final exam). For the data-evaluation problems, the proportions of students in each of these six categories were consistent across three semesters (see small error bars in Figure 3B). Interestingly, the mid and late learners (those who did not show stable mastery until at least halfway through the semester) comprised 24% of the class on average, a level approximately equal to the gain we observed on this type of item on the final exam with the formative midterm scheme compared with the original course format (22%, Figure 2B). These results suggest that the mid and late learners are the students who would not have succeeded on this type of item on the final exam in the original course format. They have therefore benefited specifically from the increased number of chances to iterate. Importantly, this is a quarter of the class.

Figure 3, C and D, compares student learning patterns for other types of apply/evaluate problems. The sequence problems (Figure 3C; see Supplemental Figure S2 for sample) involved inferring DNA, RNA, or protein sequences from each other. The central dogma items (Figure 3D; see Supplemental Figure S3 for example) required calculation of the molecular weight of genes, mRNA, or proteins when the weight of one is known. As demonstrated by the relatively small size of the error bars, the proportions of students in each category were reproducible from semester to semester for a given type of problem. Nevertheless, the distribution of these proportions was unique to each item type. These differences could relate to the complexity of the task. For example, when the problem was more formulaic (Figure 3D), the proportion of early learners was greater. Even so, a large proportion of the class (37%, sum of mid and late) benefited from multiple midterm exams.

It is clear that students who “flicker” (Figure 3, violet and orange) are gaining from the experience; the density of correct answers increases among these students throughout the semester, and more than half of the “flickering” students succeeded on the final. Although this is true for the aggregate, individual
students have no power to predict from their own midterms whether they will be a member of the flicker on cohort or the flicker off cohort, since a stable pattern has not yet been established. However, based on our experience, there is a danger that the individual feels encouraged enough by occasional successes to be lulled into believing that mastery has occurred. In fact, evidence for this idea can be seen in Figure 3A by comparing performance on the last midterm with performance on the final exam for the flickering students. In the flicker off category, 57% of the students answered correctly on the last midterm exam. However, only 30% of those in the flicker on category succeeded on the last midterm. This disparity was reproducible for the different problem types and among the three semesters illustrated in Figure 3 (p = 0.01, 49 ± 7% in flicker off and 21 ± 9% in flicker on). We hypothesize that many flickering students who succeeded on the last midterm may have falsely assumed mastery, while many who failed were alerted to the need for more work. Accordingly, students who are flickering in their performance need to be advised by the instructor that, even though they appear to be on a trajectory toward mastery, they have not yet arrived, and ongoing practice is still needed.

**Student Attitudes**

Having observed gains in student performance, we were anxious to know whether we were also successful at averting negative emotions associated with multiple midterms and emphasis on the final exam. Previously, this course received high marks in student evaluations (course and instructor ratings ~5–10% above the university average). These favorable scores were not altered by adopting the formative midterm scheme (based on t tests, unpublished data). Because the intervention involved changes to exam and grading procedures, we were especially interested in knowing how the student attitudes toward those elements were affected. We therefore compared four specific survey questions related to course grades, assessments, and feedback to each other before and after the intervention, as shown in Figure 4. Two-way ANOVA demonstrated that students felt essentially the same about each of these items (no significant differences among questions or interaction) and that the attitudes were generally more favorable with the formative format of the course (p = 0.03). Individually, three of the four questions showed significant elevation of affect at the 0.05 level after the intervention, and the fourth (“useful feedback”) was significant at the 0.1 level. On the surface it may appear that the positive attitudes are simply a reflection of grades that have been artificially inflated by the flexible grading scheme. However, student evaluations were conducted before grades were issued, and final grades were calculated using a high standard (≥93% required for an “A”). In fact, in the original course format, we had to normalize grades to avoid deflation due to the difficulty of the tasks, and with the new formative scheme, grades could be assigned based on criterion levels without normalizing. Hence, the overall course grade point average before and after adopting the new format remained at about the median of grades for all sections of the course and similar to or below the overall department average. Thus, instead of experiencing adverse impacts, students appeared to believe that the course was more fair and effective in terms of assessment and feedback procedures.

We conducted a few (eight) postsemester oral interviews to understand some of the reasons why students might find the new format to be helpful to them (see the Supplemental Material for interview questions). Specifically, students described the advantage of discovering misconceptions without being explicitly penalized (seven of the eight students we interviewed mentioned this: e.g., “Well, it’s okay, now I know what I made a mistake on”). All eight students who were interviewed said they wished other classes would adopt a similar format. Interestingly, five of the eight students also expressed a feeling that the format mitigated disappointments and encouraged resilience (e.g., “It wasn’t like, ‘I bombed this [midterm], so pretty much even if I try I can’t get my grade up anymore.”). All but one of the students mentioned that the course format helped them retain information more than other classes. These interviews provided insights that can inform future research questions.

**SUMMARY**

Our plan was to use formative assessment and metacognitive emphasis in our introductory course to facilitate student learning. We have shown here that such an intervention can improve exam performance, especially on problems that require higher-order cognitive skills. Moreover, the course rating data suggest that the intervention had a positive effect on student attitudes. As we look toward the future, a number of important questions need to be addressed. For example, several components of the revised course could be individually responsible for the gains in performance, such as the
tests themselves, the unique grading scheme, the immediate feedback, or the weekly pep talks. A critical next step would be to disaggregate these factors by testing them separately. Furthermore, it will be valuable to expand the limited qualitative study to include all class participants one or more years after the course to ascertain the extent to which these practices actually promote and sustain alterations to student self-efficacy and mind-set.

We also learned from this study that performance gains accrue slowly for problems that emphasize scientific reasoning and do not depend on simple recall. Nevertheless, it is clear that the process is highly individual and that certain performance patterns may place students at risk of overestimating their level of mastery. By using this method to examine the entire class, instructors can identify students that could be flickering in their performance and advise them accordingly. Instructors can also show all students the possible learning patterns and explain the risks of flickering, encouraging students to learn from any mis-cue, even if rare.

Those who would consider adopting this approach may ask, How is this different from the common practice of including weekly quizzes in a course? First, there was a grading scheme that elevated the importance of the exams while allowing for success despite early failures. Second, metacognition was emphasized explicitly and regularly by the instructor. Third, there was immediate feedback and class discussion after the midterm exams. Fourth, the weekly midterm exams were comprehensive. Fifth, there was close alignment between the midterms and the final exam.

Because this formative approach and the associated student-by-exam analysis (Figure 3) are independent of the course content, they can be easily adopted into other courses. Successes in this study and one published previously (Kitchen et al., 2003) demonstrate that this approach can be productively adapted for both beginning and advanced students, suggesting that it is amenable to implementation throughout a science curriculum. An advantage to incorporating it into introductory courses is that it may help students alter their approach to exams and learning in a way that will benefit them throughout the remainder of the curriculum.
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